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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 
Recommendation to Approve Renewal:  The Office of School Choice recommends the Board 
of Education approve the renewal charter petition for Promise Charter School (Promise) for a 
five-year charter term beginning on July 1, 2007, and expiring on June 30, 2012, retroactive to 
the expiration of their current charter petition.  The Office of School Choice recommends the 
adoption of this staff report as findings in support of the Board’s decision to renew the charter 
petition.  Promise was originally approved on May 14, 2002, and the current term expires on 
May 13, 2007.  The renewal of the charter shall become effective on May 14, 2007.  Though 
staff recommends renewal, through the course of the renewal review some concerns were 
identified, particularly with the school’s success in matching the district’s diversity and 
development of a system to adopt, develop, monitor and amend their budget.  Promise has agreed 
to promptly address these issues in a forthcoming action plan that will be submitted to the Office 
of School choice by April 2, 2007.  Staff has analyzed the school’s academic performance, 
financial viability, charter petition, and results from an independent review and found that the 
school has met requirements to continue performing as a charter school in the San Diego Unified 
School District. 
 

Academic Performance Summary:  The school has met state charter law academic 
performance requirements.  Promise has received a statewide decile rank of 4, and a similar 
schools rank of 8 for the 2004/05 school year (most recent rankings available).  Promise has also 
received a Base API of 716 for the 2005/06 school year, and has met its growth targets in each of 
the last three years.   
 

Financial Analysis:  Based on a thorough fiscal analysis, the school has been found to be in 
sound fiscal health and deemed to be financially viable. 
 

Charter Petition Review:  Based on departmental staff and legal review of the charter petition, 
issues were identified with the petition, including clarification of the school’s goal to reach an 
ethnic and racial composition comparable to SDUSD; the petition did not provide sufficient 
detail or description regarding the schools educational program; the petition did not adequately 
describe the schools English language learner program; the petition did not contain sufficient 
detail on the schools independent study program; the petition did not contain specific 
qualifications and job duties for non-instructional personnel; the petition did not contain a 
statement of intent to contribute an equitable share to the District’s special education 
encroachment; and the petition did not provide bylaws and assurances that the school would 
comply with all Brown Act provisions.  The school has addressed these issues and the petition 
has been found to meet State and District requirements.    
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Independent Review of the School: An independent review of the school found the school to 
meet 28 of 34 criteria included in the review, in progress on 5 of the criteria, and not applicable 
on 1 criterion.  Overall, the school was found to be implementing a strong standards-based 
curriculum program, to have highly skilled and qualified staff, and to be operating a committed 
and involved governance council.  Elements still in progress, or not meeting criteria include: 
implementing activities listed in the charter in order to achieve a racial and ethnic balance 
comparable to the District’s; aligning the school’s admissions policies, practices, and criteria to 
the school’s charter and all applicable laws; adopting a system for developing, monitoring, 
adopting, and amending an annual budget; and adopting internal control policies to prevent fraud 
and embezzlement.  The school has addressed some of these issues in their revised petition and 
others will be addressed in an action plan that will be submitted to the Office of School Choice 
by April 2, 2007.   
 

More details on the results of these analyses are included below. 
 

Introduction and School Demographics  
Promise was granted a five-year charter term to serve kindergarten through eight grades in May 
2002 by SDUSD’s Board of Education.  Promise opened as a charter school in the fall of 2002.  
The school opened as a K-5 school with an enrollment of 195 students serving a predominately 
Latino student population (see Table 1).  The school has alternatively been a K-5 or K-6 school, 
until reaching their current 2006/07 K-6 population of 185 students.  Promise serves a small 
percentage of African-American students that has decreased from 16% in 2002/03 to 7% 
currently, while serving a predominately Latino student population that has been more than 90% 
of total enrollment in the last two school years.  The school has not achieved a racial and ethnic 
balance comparable to the District’s racial and ethnic balance.  
 

Promise was initially located at 3085 K Street in their first year of operation. The school then 
moved to 730 45th street and was located there until the fall of 2006.  The school received district 
facilities under Proposition 39 in the fall of 2006 and is currently located on district facilities at 
611 South 35th Street, at the former Mead Elementary School site.  Promise draws students that 
would otherwise have attended King/Chavez Charter (former MLK Elementary School), 
Emerson/Bandini, Kimbrough, Chollas/Mead, Horton, Logan, and Valencia Park Elementary 
Schools.  Promise currently draws five students from outside the SDUSD boundaries.    
 

Table 1 
Demographic Data 

Year Grades 
Served 

Number of
Students 

% White % Latino % African- 
American 

2002/03 K-5 195 3% 81% 16% 
2003/04 K-6 194 2% 81% 17% 
2004/05 K-5 203 .5% 87% 11% 
2005/06 K-6 158 .5% 92% 8% 
2006/07 K-6 185 1% 91% 7% 
SDUSD 
2006/07 

K-12 131,094 26% 44% 14% 
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When compared to SDUSD’s entire K-12 population, Promise enrolls a substantially larger 
Latino student population and a smaller African-American and White student population than 
SDUSD.  Promise’s current enrollment demographics consist of 1% White and 7% African-
American students, while SDUSD’s student enrollment is 26% White and 14% African-
American.  Promise enrolls a larger population of English Language Learner (ELL) students 
and free and reduced priced meals students than SDUSD (see Table 2).  Since the school’s 
opening Promise’s ELL population has consistently been larger then SDUSD’s ELL population.  
Promise’s free and reduced priced meal population experienced an unexplained decline to 49% 
in the 04/05 school year, but the school has averaged a larger free and reduced priced meal 
student population then SDUSD’s.  Promise has consistently served a smaller percentage of 
special education students than SDUSD.  SDUSD’s special education population has 
consistently averaged 12%, while Promise’s has fluctuated since its opening and is currently at 
7% of their student population.   

 
Table 2 

Demographic Data 
Year % Free and Reduced

Priced Meals 
% ELL % Special 

Education 
 School District School District School District 

2002/03 88% 56% 46% 29% 8% 12% 
2003/04 88% 56% 45% 28% 7% 12% 
2004/05 49% 56% 44% 28% 2% 12% 
2005/06 89% 57% 63% 28% 5% 12% 
2006/07 98% 57% 60% 27% 7% 13% 

 
Academic Performance Summary  
California charter law has established academic performance criteria that must be met in order to 
renew a charter petition.  Charter law requires a charter school to have: 

1) Attained its Academic Performance Indicator (API) growth target in the prior year or two 
of the last three years.  

2) Ranked in deciles 4 to 10 inclusive on the API in the prior year or in two of the last three 
years. 

3) Ranked in deciles 4 to 10 inclusive on the API for a demographically comparable school 
in the prior year on in two of the last three years.  

4) The entity that granted the charter determines that the academic performance of the 
charter school is at least equal to the academic performance of the public schools that the 
charter school pupils would otherwise have been required to attend. 

 
According to charter law requirements, Promise has met three of the four requirements: 1) API 
growth met in all years, 2) a statewide decile ranking of 4 in 2004/05 and 3) a similar schools 
ranking of 8 in 2004/05.    
 
State Decile and Similar Schools Rankings.  California’s accountability system provides 
schools with a statewide decile ranking and similar schools ranking.  The statewide rank 
demonstrates how this school compares to the rest of the schools in the state.  The statewide 
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deciles rank for Promise increased from an initial rank of 2, to a rank of 4 in the 2004/05 school 
year (see Table 3).  The similar schools rank compares schools with similar demographic 
characteristics.  The similar schools rank for Promise declined from an initial score of 8 to a 
score of 6, but Promise was able to increase the ranking back to 8 in the 2004/05 school year.   
The 2005/06 rankings are unavailable and scheduled to be released in March 2007.   

Table 3 
Deciles Rank 

Year Statewide Deciles 
Rank 

Similar Schools 
Rank 

2002/03 2 8 
2003/04 2 6 
2004/05 4 8 
2005/06 Released in March 2007 
2006/07 In Progress  

 
API Scores.  The state accountability system establishes Base API scores for each school. each 
year.  These Base scores are then followed with a Growth API score and Growth Target scores.  
These API scores are on a scale from 200 to 1000, with a statewide target of 800 for all schools.  
Promise has achieved all API growth targets over the last three years and has successfully 
increased their API score over this three-year period from 631 to 716 (see Table 4).  These 
results indicate the school is increasingly improving the proficiency of their student population; 
and, the school far exceeds the state established API growth targets, particularly in the last two 
years.       

 
Table 4 

API Goals 
Year Base 

API 
Growth

API 
Growth 
Target 

School Wide 
Growth 

Subgroup 
Missed 

2002/03 * * * * * 
2003/04 631 644 8 Yes None 
2004/05 642 716 8 Yes None 
2005/06 716 751 4 Yes None 
2006/07 In Progress 

                        * No data available for 2002/03; School not open in 2001/02 to establish 2002 base  
 
Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP).  The No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 requires that 
California determine whether each school is making Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP) towards 
achieving 100% proficiency in math and English Language Arts (ELA).  According to the 
state’s target percentages, Promise has successfully met all AYP criteria for the 2003/04, 
2004/05, and 2005/06 school years (see Table 5).  Promise failed to meet their AYP goals in 
2002/03 because their English language learners (ELL) and Socio-economically disadvantaged 
(SED) subgroups failed to meet ELA proficiency requirements.  Since the 2002/03 school year 
Promise has not missed any participation rates or subgroup proficiency requirements.   
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Table 5 
AYP Goals 

Year  Met AYP 
School Wide 

AYP 
Subgroups 

Subgroups 
Missed 

2002/03 No Latino, ELL, SED Missed ELA Proficiency for 
SED and ELL 

2003/04 Yes Latino, ELL, SED None 
2004/05 Yes Latino, ELL, SED None 
2005/06 Yes Latino, ELL, SED None 
2006/07 In Progress 

 
A breakdown of school-wide proficiency levels reveals Promise students maintain proficiency 
rates in math and English Language Arts (ELA) that are higher than state-established targets. 
The school has experienced a large increase in the percentage of students at or above 
proficiency in math since the school opened.  Promise has almost tripled that percentage from 
22% to 62% (see Table 6).  Promise has a lower percentage of students at or above proficiency 
in ELA, but has increased the percentage of students at or above proficiency each school year, 
having more than doubled it from 14% in 2002/03 to 34% in 2005/06.  In future years Promise’s 
challenge will be maintaining this progress and continuing to stay ahead of these proficiency 
targets as they steadily increase.         
 

Table 6 
% At or Above Proficient 

Year %  Math %  Proficient 
Required   

%  ELA %  Proficient  
Required   

2002/03 22% 16.0% 14% 13.6% 
2003/04 21% 16.0% 15% 13.6% 
2004/05 53% 26.5% 32% 24.4% 
2005/06 62% 26.5% 34% 24.4% 
2006/07 In Progress  

 
According to state criteria Promise has maintained three numerically significant subgroups: 
Latino, ELL, and SED.  An analysis by subgroups indicates all three subgroups are performing 
comparably and are continuously improving in math and ELA.  Promise’s SED students appear 
to be achieving high rates of proficiency in math, comparable to their school-wide results.  Every 
subgroup at Promise has increased proficiency in ELA each school year and the school continues 
to meet proficiency requirements for all three subgroups.  However, student performance on 
ELA is markedly lower than math.      
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Table 7 
% At or Above Proficient by Subgroup 

Year Math ELA 
 Latino ELL SED Latino ELL SED 

2002/03 23% 23% 23% 14% 9% 13% 
2003/04 26% 24% 22% 16% 15% 15% 
2004/05 54% 56% 56% 31% 29% 32% 
2005/06 61% 58% 65% 35% 31% 35% 
2006/07 In Progress 

 
Comparison to Similar SDUSD Schools.  In order to develop a clearer understanding of how 
Promise’s academic performance on the California Standards Tests (CSTs) in 2004/05 and 
2005/06 compares to similar schools in SDUSD, two comparisons are used.  First we used the 
state comparisons created by the California Department of Education (CDE).  CDE creates a 
similar schools ranking (SSR) to compare the academic performance of schools with similar 
student demographics and program elements (e.g. class size and teacher credentials).  This 
ranking compares schools throughout the entire state.  From this list we compared Promise to 
Jefferson Elementary School and Webster Elementary School.   
 
Second, an internal comparison of similar schools was created.  The comparison schools were 
selected by matching schools based solely on demographic profiles.  The SDUSD schools were 
selected if they fell within plus or minus 10% percentage points on at least five of six student 
population characteristics, including percentages of; African-American, Latino, White, or Socio-
economically Disadvantaged, English Language Learner, and Students with Disabilities.  The list 
of SDUSD schools that matched Promise on 5 of 6 criteria includes: Adams, Baker, Balboa, 
Chavez, Cherokee Point, Chollas/Mead, Encanto, Edison, Emerson/Bandini, Hamilton, Horton, 
Ibarra, Jackson, Linda Vista, and Parks Elementary School.   
 
The graph below compares percent proficient rates for 2004/05 and 2005/06 for the SDUSD 
schools identified by CDE and the SDUSD schools identified internally, which meet five of the 
six stated student population characteristics (see Graph).  The state SSR compares Promise to 
Jefferson and Webster.  Using these comparisons, the students attending CDE SSR identified 
schools (Jefferson and Webster) perform better then Promise students in ELA, but Promise 
students outperform these schools in math.  The internal comparison, comparing Promise to the 
15 above listed schools reveals, that Promise students are performing better in math and ELA 
than students at these 15 SDUSD schools with 5 of the 6 similar student population 
characteristics.   
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Financial Analysis  
Based on Promise’s budget, location, grade levels, and programs offered, the enrollment 
projections have been evaluated and appear to be within normal range compared to other charter 
schools and district schools.   The estimated CDE funding rates and COLA factor, provided by 
School Services of California’s Financial Projection Dartboard, have been used to estimate 
revenue for Promise based on the projected ADA.  This revenue projection has been compared 
to the projected revenue included in the charter school petition budget and no significant 
variances have been found.  The projected expenses from Promise’s petition have been 
reviewed to determine if the normal costs of operating a school are included and that the 
amounts in the petition are based on reasonable assumptions.  The salaries and benefit rates 
have been compared to the district or other charter schools and all rates have been found to be 
applicable.  Other expenses unique to charter schools have also been examined and found to be 
comprehensive and appropriate.  Over the last five years, the petitioners have addressed all 
required annual financial audit and reporting to the state and SDUSD.    
 
Based on the projected enrollment, revised projected budget, expenses, and cash flow submitted 
in the Promise petition, Promise has been found to be financially viable.  In addition, the 
District has examined whether Promise maintains an adequate Reserve for Economic 
Uncertainty greater then 3% of expenses or $50,000 whichever is greater, as another 
consideration of their financially viability.  Promise has been found to be financial viable 
according to all the documentation provided in their charter, and has also been found to 
maintain the adequate reserves in order to be considered financially viable.      
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Charter Petition Review  
Promise submitted their renewal charter petition to the Office of School Choice on November 
13, 2006.  The petition was circulated to internal SDUSD staff and legal counsel.  The public 
hearing for the petition was held on December 12, 2006.  The petitioners were provided 
substantive feedback on their charter petition the week of January 8th, 2007.  Among other 
items, the petitioners were asked to address the following elements of their petition:  

• The petitioners were asked to clarify the school’s goal to reach an ethnic and racial 
composition similar to SDUSD.  

• The petitioners were asked to fully describe their English language learner instructional 
program.   

• The petitioners were asked to fully describe their lottery process.  
• The petitioners were asked to include child abuse reporting procedures, an emergency 

management policy, an agreement to comply with CalOSHA requirements, a drug free 
workplace policy, a policy regarding access rules and requirements, and provisions 
related to background checks for all employees. 

• The petitioners were asked to state that they will contribute an equitable share to the 
District’s special education encroachment. 

• The petitioners were asked to provide Bylaws and state their assurance to comply with 
Brown Act provisions. 

• The petitioners were asked to identify all key positions and provide descriptions for these 
positions. 

• The petitioners were asked to explain how their assessments integrated with their 
curricular program. 

• The petitioners were asked to ensure their suspension and expulsion policy provided for 
adequate due process. 

• The petitioners were asked to clarify their “arm of the district” status.   
 
Revisions were made by Promise on all counts above, and are reflected in the revised petition 
before the Board of Education. 
 
Independent Review  
As part of the renewal process, Promise underwent an independent review by an external 
agency, the Charter School Development Center (CSDC).  The independent review included an 
extensive site-based review that included a site visit, interviews, classroom observations, and 
document analysis that focused on two questions: 1) Is the educational program a success? and 
2) Is the school a viable organization?  CSDC conducted this review December 7th and 8th, 2006.  
The independent review used a rubric to examine 34 elements of charter school operation and 
Promise was found to meet 28 of the 34 criteria in the rubric, in progress on 5 criteria, and not 
applicable on 1 criterion.  The independent review found that:  

• Parents, teachers, and students are extremely happy at the school 
• Staff is effectively teaching to the standards and is aware of which skills individual 

students need to work on. 
• Student performance is strong on the state tests and other assessments. 
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• The school has a committed and involved governing board that is representative of the 
community.  

• The school’s staff recruiting and hiring practices for new staff who are not district 
employees is thorough and well documented.   

The independent review also found 5 elements where the school needs improvement.  These 
areas of improvement have either been addressed in Promise’s petition or will be addressed in a 
forthcoming Promise Action Plan to be submitted to the Office of School Choice by April 2, 
2007.  Some of the areas of improvement include:  

• The school must document its student outreach process and materials in accordance with 
what is outlined in the charter.  The outreach process should enable the school to recruit 
a diverse pool of students and allow it to be more reflective of the school district, per 
charter law.   

• The school must adopt internal control policies to prevent fraud and embezzlement. 
• The school must develop a system for developing, monitoring, overseeing, and 

amending their budgets. 
  
Promise and the Office of School Choice will continue to monitor areas identified in this external 
review throughout the term of the charter petition renewal.   
 
Recommendation to Approve Renewal  
The Office of School Choice recommends the Board of Education approve the renewal charter 
petition for Promise Charter School (Promise) for a five-year charter term beginning on July 1, 
2007, and expiring on June 30, 2012, retroactive to the expiration of their current charter 
petition.  The Office of School Choice recommends the adoption of this staff report as findings 
in support of the Board’s decision to renew the charter petition.  Promise was originally 
approved on May 14, 2002, and the current term expires on May 13, 2007.  The renewal of 
the charter shall become effective on May 14, 2007.  Though staff recommends renewal, through 
the course of the renewal review some concerns were identified, particularly with the school’s 
success in matching the district’s diversity and development of a system to adopt, develop, 
monitor and amend their budget.  Promise has agreed to promptly address these issues in a 
forthcoming action plan that will be submitted to the Office of School choice by April 2, 2007.  
Staff has analyzed the school’s academic performance, financial viability, charter petition, and 
results from an independent review and found that the school has met requirements to continue 
performing as a charter school in the San Diego Unified School District. 


